In many wireless networks, there is no fixed physical backbone nor centralized network management. The nodes of such a network have to self-organize in order to maintain a virtual backbone used to route messages. Moreover, any node of the network can be a priori at the origin of a malicious attack. Thus, in one hand the backbone must be fault-tolerant and in other hand it can be useful to monitor all network communications to identify an attack as soon as possible. We are interested in the minimum Connected Vertex Cover problem, a generalization of the classical minimum Vertex Cover problem, which allows to obtain a connected backbone. Recently, Delbot et al. [DLP13] proposed a new centralized algorithm with a constant approximation ratio of 2 for this problem. In this paper, we propose a distributed and self-stabilizing version of their algorithm with the same approximation guarantee. To the best knowledge of the authors, it is the first distributed and fault-tolerant algorithm for this problem. The approach followed to solve the considered problem is based on the construction of a connected minimal clique partition. Therefore, we also design the first distributed self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem, which is of independent interest.
Introduction
In many wireless networks, there is no fixed physical backbone nor centralized network management. In such networks, the nodes need to regularly flood control messages which leads to the "broadcast storm problem" [NTCS99] . Thus, the nodes have to self-organize in order to maintain a virtual backbone, used any fairness assumptions (which is the weakest daemon).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the model considered in the paper and the notations used. In Section 3, we consider first the Connected Minimal Clique Partition problem. We give a state of the art related to the graph decomposition problem, then we present our selfstabilizing algorithm for this problem and prove its correctness. Section 4 is devoted to the Connected Vertex Cover problem. We introduce first related works associated with this problem, then we give the selfstabilizing connected vertex cover algorithm that we propose and we give the correctness proof. Finally, the last section concludes the paper and present several perspectives.
Model
Notations. We consider a network as an undirected connected graph G = (V, E) where V is a set of nodes (or processors) and E is the set of bidirectional asynchronous communication links. We state that n is the size of G (|V | = n) and m is the number of edges (|E| = m). We assume that the graph G = (V, E) is a simple connected graph. In the network, p and q are neighbors if and only if a communication link (p,q) exists (i.e., (p,q) ∈ E). Every processor p can distinguish all its links. To simplify the presentation, we refer to a link (p,q) of a processor p by the label q. We assume that the labels of p, stored in the set N eig p , are locally ordered by ≺ p . We also assume that N eig p is a constant input from the system. Diam and ∆ are respectively the diameter and the maximum degree of the network (i.e., the maximal value among the local degrees of the processors). Each processor p ∈ V has a unique identifier in the network, noted ID p .
Programs. In our model, protocols are uniform, i.e., each processor executes the same program. We consider the local shared memory model of computation. In this model, the program of every processor consists in a set of variables and an ordered finite set of actions inducing a priority. This priority follows the order of appearance of the actions into the text of the protocol. A processor can write to its own variable only, and read its own variables and that of its neighbors. Each action is constituted as follows: < label > :: < guard > → < statement > . The guard of an action in the program of p is a boolean expression involving variables of p and its neighbors. The statement of an action of p updates one or more variables of p. An action can be executed only if its guard is satisfied. The state of a processor is defined by the value of its variables. The state of a system is the product of the states of all processors. We will refer to the state of a processor and the system as a (local) state and (global) configuration, respectively. We note C the set of all possible configuration of the system. Let γ ∈ C and A an action of p (p ∈ V ). A is said to be enabled at p in γ if and only if the guard of A is satisfied by p in γ. Processor p is said to be enabled in γ if and only if at least one action is enabled at p in γ. When several actions are enabled simultaneously at a processor p: only the priority enabled action can be activated.
Let a distributed protocol P be a collection of binary transition relations denoted by →, on C. A computation of a protocol P is a maximal sequence of configurations e = (γ 0 ,γ 1 ,...,γ i ,γ i+1 ,...) such that, ∀i ≥ 0, γ i → γ i+1 (called a step) if γ i+1 exists, else γ i is a terminal configuration. Maximality means that the sequence is either finite (and no action of P is enabled in the terminal configuration) or infinite. All computations considered here are assumed to be maximal. E is the set of all possible computations of P .
As we already said, each execution is decomposed into steps. Each step is shared into three sequential phases atomically executed: (i) every processor evaluates its guards, (ii) a daemon (also called scheduler) chooses some enabled processors, (iii) each chosen processor executes its priority enabled action. When the three phases are done, the next step begins.
A daemon can be defined in terms of fairness and distributivity. In this paper, we use the notion of unfairness: the unfair daemon can forever prevent a processor from executing an action except if it is the only enabled processor. Concerning the distributivity, we assume that the daemon is distributed meaning that, at each step, if one or more processors are enabled, then the daemon chooses at least one of these processors to execute an action.
We consider that any processor p executed a disabling action in the computation step γ i → γ i+1 if p was enabled in γ i and not enabled in γ i+1 , but did not execute any protocol action in γ i → γ i+1 . The disabling action represents the following situation: at least one neighbor of p changes its state in γ i → γ i+1 , and this change effectively made the guard of all actions of p false in γ i+1 .
To compute the time complexity, we use the definition of (asynchronous) round. This definition captures the execution rate of the slowest processor in any computation. Given a computation e (e ∈ E), the first round of e (let us call it e ′ ) is the minimal prefix of e containing the execution of one action (an action of the protocol or a disabling action) of every enabled processor from the initial configuration. Let e ′′ be the suffix of e such that e = e ′ e ′′ . The second round of e is the first round of e ′′ , and so on.
Connected Minimal Clique Partition problem
In this section, we consider a first problem whose aim is the partitioning of the input graph into subgraphs of maximal size in a distributed fashion, while maintaining a connectivity constraint between some subgraphs. More particularly, the goal is to decompose an input undirected graph G = (V, E) into a set of cliques of maximal size such that all cliques of size at least two are connected. The connectivity constraint can be used for communication facilities. In the following, we define more formally the Connected Minimal Clique Partition problem.
Definition 1 (Connected Minimal Clique Partition) Let G = (V, E) be any undirected graph, and a clique is a complete subgraph of G. A clique partition C 1 , . . . , C k of G is minimal if for all i = j the graph induced by C i ∪ C j is not a clique. A minimal clique partition C 1 , . . . , C k is connected iff for any pair of nodes u, v in 1≤i≤l C i , with C i the non trivial cliques of the partition and l ≤ k, there is a path between u and v in the graph induced by 1≤i≤l C i .
Since we consider that faults can arise in the system, we give in Specification 1 the conditions that a self-stabilizing algorithm solving the Connected Minimal Clique partition problem have to satisfy. 
Related works
The decomposition of an input graph into patterns or partitions has been extensively studied in the literature, and also in the self-stabilizing context. Most of graph partitioning problems are NP-complete. For the graph decomposition into patterns, Ishii and Kakugawa [IK02] proposed a self-stabilizing algorithm for the construction of cliques in a connected graph with unique nodes identifier. Each process has to compute the largest set of cliques of same maximum size it can belong to in the graph. A set of cliques is constructed in O(n 4 ) computation steps assuming an unfair centralized daemon. Moreover, the authors show that there exists no self-stabilizing algorithm in arbitrary anonymous graphs for this problem. Neggazi et al. [NHK12b] considered the problem of decomposing a graph into a maximal set of disjoint triangles. They give the first self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem whose convergence time is O(n 4 ) steps under an unfair central daemon with unique nodes identifier. Neggazi et al. [NTHK13] studied later the uniform star decomposition problem, i.e., the goal is to divide the graph into a maximum set of disjoint stars of p leaf nodes. This is a generalization of the maximum matching problem which is a NP-complete problem constructing a maximum set of independent edges of the graph. Thus, a 1-star decomposition is equivalent to a maximum matching. The authors proposed a self-stabilizing algorithm constructing a maximal p-star decomposition of the input graph in O( n p+1 ) asynchronous rounds and a (exponential) bounded number of steps under an unfair distributed daemon with unique nodes identifier. A well studied problem related with graph decomposition is the maximum matching problem. Many works address the maximal matching problem which is polynomial. The first self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem has been proposed by Hsu et al. [HH92] . The algorithm converges in O(n 4 ) steps under a centralized daemon. Hedetniemi et al. [HJS01] showed later that the algorithm proposed by Hsu et al. has a better convergence time of 2m + n steps under a centralized daemon. Goddar et al. [GHJS03] considered the construction of a maximal matching in ad-hoc networks and give a solution which stabilizes in n + 1 rounds under a synchronous distributed daemon. Manne et al. [MMPT09] have shown that there exists no self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem under a synchronous distributed daemon in arbitrary anonymous networks. They proposed an elegant algorithm which converges in O(n) rounds and O(m) steps under an unfair distributed daemon in arbitrary networks with unique nodes identifier. Recently, several works consider the maximum matching problem to find an optimal or an approximated solution. Hadid et al. [HK09] give an algorithm which constructs an optimal solution in O(Diam) rounds under a weakly fair distributed daemon only in bipartite graphs. Manne et al. [MMPT11] presented a self-stabilizing algorithm constructing a 2 3 -approximated maximum matching in general graphs within O(n 2 ) rounds and a (exponential) bounded number of steps under an unfair distributed daemon. Manne et al. [MM07] proposed the first self-stabilizing algorithm for the maximum weighted matching problem achieving an approximation ratio of 2 in a (exponential) bounded number of steps under a centralized daemon and a distributed daemon. Turau et al. [TH11b] gave a new analysis of the algorithm of Manne et al. [MM07] . They showed that this algorithm converges in O(nm) steps under a centralized daemon and an unfair distributed daemon. More recently, some self-stabilizing works investigated the graph decomposition into disjoint paths. AlAzemi et al. [AAK11] studied the decomposition of the graph in two edge-disjoint paths in general graphs, while Neggazi et al. [NHK12a] considered the problem of dividing the graph in maximal disjoint paths of length two. Finally, the partitioning in clusters of the input graph has been extensively studied. Belkouch et al. [BBCD02] proposed an algorithm to divide a graph of order k 2 into k partitions of size k. The algorithm is based on spanning tree constructions of height h and converges in O(h) rounds under a weakly fair distributed daemon. Johnen et al. [JN09] studied the weighted clustering problem and introduced the notion of robustness allowing to reach quickly (after one round) a cluster partition. A cluster partition is then preserved during the convergence to a partition satisfying the clusterhead's weight. Bein et al. [BDJV05] design a self-stabilizing clustering algorithm dividing the network into non-overlapping clusters of depth two, while Caron et al. [CDDL10] considered the k-clustering problem in which each node is at most at distance k from its clusterhead. Recently, Datta et al. [DLD + 12] design a self-stabilizing k-clustering algorithm guaranteeing an approximation ratio in unit disk graphs.
All the works presented above concern the graph decomposition problem using different patterns. However, none of them allow to construct a disjoint maximal clique partition of the graph. Note that Ishii and Kakugawa [IK02] computes a set of maximal cliques which are not necessary disjoint. Moreover, the non trivial cliques (with at least two nodes) of the partition must be connected.
In [DLP13] , the authors are interested to the decomposition of an input graph in cliques while satisfying a connectivity property. They propose a centralized algorithm for the Connected Minimal Clique Partition problem (see Definition 1). The proposed algorithm constructs iteratively a set of maximal cliques S. At the beginning of the algorithm, S is empty and a node u 1 ∈ V is randomly (with equiprobability) selected. A first maximal clique C 1 containing u 1 is added to S and all the nodes of C 1 are marked in G. Then for any iteration i, any non marked node u i ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, neighbor of at least one marked node of G is randomly (with equiprobability) selected. As for the first clique, a new maximal clique containing u i is greedily built among non marked nodes of G. This procedure is executed iteratively while there is a non marked node in G. As mentioned in [DLP13] , every trivial clique (clique of size one) in the constructed set S is neighbor of no other trivial clique. So the set of trivial cliques of any minimal partition computed by this algorithm induces an independent set of G. Otherwise, it could be possible to merge two trivial cliques of S in order to obtain a clique of size two.
Self-stabilizing construction
In this subsection we present the self-stabilizing algorithm called SS − CMCP for the Minimal Clique Partition problem, a formal description is given in Algorithm 1.
General overview
The self-stabilizing algorithm SS − CMCP is based on the approach proposed by Delbot et al. [DLP13] (see description in the precedent subsection). In order to design a distributed version of this approach, we consider here a designated node in the network called the root node, noted r in the following, and distances (in hops) from r given in input at each node p noted dist p . These distance values can be obtained by computing a BFS tree rooted at r. Several self-stabilizing BFS algorithms can be used, e.g., [HC92, DIM93, Joh97, CRV11]. As described below, we use these information to define an order on the construction of the clique partition of the graph. In the proposed algorithm, the construction of maximal cliques is performed starting from the root r and following the distances in the graph. Indeed, the pair (distance, node identifier) allows to define a construction priority for the cliques. First of all, each node shares the set of its neighbors with its neighborhood, allowing for each node to know its 2-hops neighborhood. The 2-hops neighborhood is used by each node to identify amongs its neighbors the ones which can belong to its maximal clique. For each node p, we define by candidate leaders the set of neighbors q of p such that the pair (dist q , ID q ) is lexicographically smaller than (dist p , ID p ). In Algorithm SS − CMCP, each node p can construct its maximal clique by selecting in a greedily manner a set of neighbors S ⊆ N eig p such that (i) for any q ∈ S we have (dist p , ID p ) < (dist q , ID q ) and (ii) S ∪ {p} is a complete subgraph. This computation is performed by any node p which has not been selected by one of its candidate leaders. In this case, p is called a local leader, otherwise p is no more a local leader and clears out its set S. Each node selected by one of its candidate leaders has to accept only the selection of its candidate leader q of smallest pair (dist q , ID q ). Finally, any local leader p which has initiated the construction of its maximal clique considers in its clique only the selected neighbors which have accepted p's selection. The proposed algorithm maintains a connectivity property between non trivial cliques of the constructed partition. This is a consequence of the construction order of the maximal cliques, which follows the distances in the network from r. Indeed, every non trivial clique C i (that does not contain the root node r) is adjacent to at least another non trivial clique C j , such that dist l j ≤ dist l i with l k the local leader of the clique C k . Otherwise, by construction another local leader l g , with dist lg ≤ dist l i , selects the local leader l i to belong to its maximal clique. As a consequence, the maximal clique C i is removed. In fact, the algorithm constructs a specific clique partition among the possible partitions that the centralized approach proposed in [DLP13] can compute.
Detailed description
In the following, we give more details on the proposed algorithm SS − CMCP. Our algorithm is composed of four rules executed by every node and five variables are maintained at each node:
• N p : this variable contains the set of neighbors of p which allows to each node to be informed of the 2-hops neighborhood,
• d p : this variable is used to exchange the value of dist p with p's neighbors,
• S p : this variable is used by p to indicate in its neighborhood the nodes selected by p (if p is a local leader),
• C p : this variable contains the set of nodes which belong to the maximal clique of p (if p is a local leader),
• lead p : this variable stores the local leader in the neighborhood of p.
As explained above, each node stores in variable N p the set of its 1-hop neighborhood, this is done using the first rule N -action of the algorithm which is executed in case we have N p = N eig p . The information stored in this variable is used by each node in p's neighborhood for the computation of maximal cliques. For each node, the set of candidate leaders is given by Macro LN eig p , and among this set of nodes the Macro SN eig p indicates the neighbors which have selected p for the construction of their own maximal clique. Every node p which is not selected by a candidate leader does not satisfy Predicate Selected(p) and can execute C1-action to start the construction of its own maximal clique. The procedure Clique temp() selects in a greedily manner the neighbors which forms with p a complete subgraph. By executing C1-action, a node p becomes a local leader by storing its identifier in its variable lead p and notifies with its variable S p the neighbors it has selected using Procedure Clique temp(). C1-action can be executed by a node p only if S p does not contain the correct set of selected neighbors, i.e., we have S p = Clique temp(). Then, each node p selected by a candidate leader (i.e., which satisfies Predicate Selected(p)) can execute C2-action to accept the selection of its candidate leader q of smallest pair (dist q , ID q ). In this case, we say that q has been elected as the local leader of p. This is given by Macro Leader p and stored in the variable lead p . C2-action is only executed if the variable lead p does not store the correct local leader for p, i.e., we have lead p = Leader p . Finally, C3-action allows to each local leader p to establish the set of neighbors q which are contained in its maximal clique. This set is stored in variable C p and is given by Macro Clique(p) considering only the neighbors q of p which have elected p as their local leader (i.e., lead q = ID p ). This last rule is executed only by local leaders which are not selected to belong to another clique (i.e., Selected(p) is not satisfied) and have not computed the correct set of neighbors contained in their maximal clique (i.e., S p = Clique temp() and C p = Clique p ).
Algorithm 1 Self-Stabilizing Connected Minimal Clique Partition algorithm for any p ∈ V

Inputs:
N eigp: set of (locally) ordered neighbors of p; IDp: unique identifier of p; distp: distance between p and the root (leader node);
Variables:
Np: variable used to exchange the neighbor set N eigp in p's neighborhood, Np ⊆ N eigp; dp: variable used to exchange the distance distp in p's neighborhood, dp ∈ N; Sp: variable used by p to select neighbors for the construction of its maximal clique, Sp ⊆ N eigp; Cp: variable used to store the set of neighbors belonging to the maximal clique of p, Cp ⊆ N eigp; leadp: variable used to store the local leader of p, leadp ∈ N eigp; . 
Macros:
Cliquep = {q ∈ Sp : leadq = IDp} LN eigp = {q ∈ N eigp : dq < dp ∨ (dq = dp 
Actions:
N -action :: Np = N eigp ∨ dp = distp → Np := N eigp; dp := distp; C1-action :: ¬Selected(p) ∧ Sp = Clique temp() → Sp := Clique temp(); leadp := IDp; C2-action ::
Example of an execution We illustrate with an example given in Figure 1 how the proposed algorithm SS − CMCP constructs a Connected Minimal Clique Partition. In this example, we consider a particular execution following the distances in the graph and we give only the correct cliques which are constructed by the algorithm. We consider the topology given in Figure 1 (a). First of all, each node exchanges its neighbors set using N -action. The root node r cannot be selected by one of its neighbors, so by executing C1-action it becomes a local leader (i.e., lead r = ID r ) and selects among its neighbors the nodes to include in its maximal clique, i.e., by indicating in its variable S r the nodes 1, 2 and 5. Then, nodes 1, 2 and 5 detect that they have been selected by r (their unique possible candidate leader) and in response they elect r using C2-action. The node r executes C3-action to construct its maximal clique by adding in its variable C r the nodes which have elected r as their local leader, i.e., nodes 1, 2 and 5, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Next, the nodes 3, 4 and 6 elect themselves as local leaders since they are not selected to belong to a clique. They execute C1-action to select among their neighbors of equal or higher distance those which forms a complete subgraph (including themselves), i.e., neighbors 10 and 15 for node 3, neighbor 7 for node 4 and neighbor 9 for 6. The selected neighbors execute C2-action to elect the single candidate leader neighbor which has selected them to join a clique. We remind that in case of a selection from multiple candidate leaders a selected node elects the candidate leader x of smallest pair (dist x , ID x ) with Macro Leader. Then, the local leaders 3, 4 and 6 execute C3-action to construct respectively their maximal clique as illustrated in 
Correctness proof
Definition 2 (Rank of a node) The rank of any node p ∈ V is defined by the pair (dist p , ID p ). Given two nodes p, q ∈ V, p = q, we say that the rank of p is higher than the rank of q, noted rank(p) ≺ rank(q), iff either dist p < dist q , or dist p = dist q and ID p < ID q .
Definition 3 (Selection of nodes)
A node q ∈ V is selected by a neighbor p of q if we have rank(p) ≺ rank(q) and q ∈ S p (i.e., Predicate Selected(q) is satisfied at q).
Definition 4 (Local leader) Given any clique partition
Definition 5 (Rank of a clique) Given any clique partition C 1 , . . . , C k of a graph G = (V, E), the rank associated to a clique C i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is equal to the rank of the local leader p i of C i .
Remark 1
Given any clique partition C 1 , . . . , C k of a graph G = (V, E), the rank of the cliques define a total order on the cliques of the partition in G.
Definition 6 (Election of a local leader) Let G = (V, E) be any graph and p ∈ V a node selected by a local leader p i ∈ V . p has elected p i to join its clique if we have lead p = ID p i . 
Definition 7 (Correct clique) Given a clique partition
4. Every node selected by p i which has elected p i belongs to the clique
Definition 8 (Path) In a graph G = (V, E), the sequence of nodes
The nodes p 0 and p k are termed as the extremities of P. The length of P is noted |P| = k.
Definition 9 (Legitimate configuration) Let C be the set of all possible configuration of the system. A configuration γ ∈ C is legitimate for Algorithm SS − CMCP iff every clique constructed by a local leader in γ satisfies Definition 7.
Proof assuming a weakly fair daemon
In the following we consider that for each node p ∈ V the input dist p is correct, i.e., dist p is equal to the distance (in hops) between p and r in G. We begin the proof by showing in the above theorem that in an illegitimate configuration of the system there exists a node which can execute an action of Algorithm SS − CMCP.
Theorem 1 Let the set of configurations B ⊆ C such that every configuration γ ∈ B satisfies Definition 9. ∀γ ∈ (C − B), ∃p ∈ V such that p is enabled in γ.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that ∃γ ∈ (C − B) such that ∀p ∈ V no action of Algorithm 1 is enabled at p in γ. According to Definition 9, this implies that there exists a local leader p i ∈ V such that its clique C i does not satisfy Definition 7. If Claim 1 of Definition 7 is not satisfied in γ then this implies that there is at least two local leaders in C i . By definition of a local leader (see Definition 4), there is a node q in C i , q = p i , which satisfies Predicate ¬Selected(q). This implies that q has not been selected by p i , i.e., q ∈ S p i and q ∈ C p i . According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, Macro Clique p i returns the selected neighbors of p i which has elected p i . So, since q ∈ Leader p i and q ∈ C p i then we have C p i = Leader p i and C3-action is enabled at p i , a contradiction. If Claim 2 of Definition 7 is not satisfied in γ then this implies that either p i has selected a subset of its neighbors S p i which does not form a maximal subgraph, i.e., we
According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, a local leader computes its selected neighbors using Procedure Clique temp(). So, we have S p i = Clique temp() and C1-action is enabled at p i , a contradiction. If Claim 3 of Definition 7 is not satisfied in γ then this implies that there exists a neighbor q selected by p i such that q has not elected p i while p i has the highest rank in q's neighborhood, i.e., (∃q ∈ S p i , (∀s ∈ (N eig q ∪ q), rank(p i ) ≺ rank(s)) ∧ lead q = ID p i ). According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, Macro Leader p returns the neighbor of p which has the highest rank. Moreover, we have Leader q = ID p i since by hypothesis p i has the highest rank in q's neighborhood. So, we have lead q = Leader q and C2-action is enabled at q, a contradiction. If Claim 4 of Definition 7 is not satisfied in γ then this implies that there exists a selected neighbor q of p i which does not belong to C i while q has elected p i , i.e., (∃q ∈ S p i , lead q = ID p i ∧ q ∈ C p i ). According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, Macro Clique p i returns the selected neighbors of p i which have elected p i . So, we have C p i = Clique p i and C3-action is enabled at p i , a contradiction. ✷
To show the convergence of Algorithm SS − CMCP to a legitimate configuration, we now prove several sub-lemmas allowing to show that Algorithm SS − CMCP constructs a partition of correct cliques following the rank of the cliques (see Lemma 9).
Lemma 1 After executing N -action at any node
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that N -action is enabled at any node p ∈ V after its execution. If p can execute N -action again then this implies that we have N p = N eig p or d p = dist p which is due to a modification in p's neighborhood or a fault. This is a contradiction because we assume a static graph G = (V, E) and a system execution without faults until reaching a legitimate configuration starting from an arbitrary configuration. ✷
In the following, we note S ⊆ V the set of nodes in γ ∈ C such that every node p ∈ S is not selected by a neighbor of rank higher than rank(p), i.e., S contains the set of local leaders in γ.
Remark 2 A local leader p i ∈ S can only select a node p in its neighborhood such that rank(p i ) ≺ rank(p).
Proof. According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, Macro LN eig p i returns the neighbors p of p i such that rank(p i ) ≺ rank(p). Moreover, Procedure Clique temp() chooses nodes in the neighborhood of p i which are not included in the set given by Macro LN eig p i (see line 2 of Procedure Clique temp()). ✷ Lemma 2 When C1-action is enabled at p i ∈ S, it remains enabled until p i executes it or p i ∈ S.
Proof. Let γ → γ ′ be a step. Assume, by the contradiction, that C1-action is enabled at p i ∈ S in γ and not in γ ′ (i.e., S p i = Clique temp() in γ ′ ) but p i did not execute C1-action in γ → γ ′ . According to the hypothesis of the lemma, we assume that p i ∈ S in γ ′ , so we have ¬Selected(p i ) in γ ′ . Since p i did not move in γ → γ ′ and the variable S p i can only be modified locally by p i by executing C1-action, we have
The node p i ∈ S of highest rank selects the maximal subset of its neighbors which can belong to its clique C i if C i does not satisfy Claim 2 of Definition 7.
Proof. According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMSP, a local leader executes C1-action to select the maximal subset of its neighbors which can belong to its clique. Assume, by the contradiction, that the node p i ∈ S of highest rank does not select the maximal subset of its neighbors to belong to its clique C i while C i does not satisfy Claim 2 of Definition 7. That is, C1-action is disabled or it is not the enabled action of highest priority at p i . We first show that C1-action is enabled at p i . By definition of S, we have ¬Selected(p i ) at p i . Moreover, Procedure Clique temp() chooses in a deterministic greedy manner a maximal subset of p i 's neighbors which define with p i a complete subgraph, i.e., satisfying
Since Claim 2 of Definition 7 is not satisfied, we have two cases: (i) either p i has not selected a subset of neighbors defining with p i a complete subgraph, i.e., we have (∃q ∈ S p i , (∃s ∈ S p i , q = s ∧ q ∈ N eig s )), or (ii) the subset of neighbors selected by p i is not maximal, i.e., we have (∃q ∈ (N eig p i − S p i ), (∀s ∈ S p i , q ∈ N eig s )). Thus, we have S p i = Clique temp() and C1-action is enabled at p i , a contradiction. We must show that C1-action is the enabled action of highest priority at p i . If C1-action is not the enabled action of highest priority at p i then this implies that N -action is always enabled. According to Lemma 1, after executing N -action it is not enabled at p i , a contradiction. So, N -action is disabled at p i . Moreover, according to Lemma 2 C1-action is enabled at p i ∈ S until it is executed. ✷ Lemma 4 When C2-action is enabled at p ∈ (V − S), it remains enabled until p executes it or p ∈ S.
Proof. Let γ → γ ′ be a step. Assume, by the contradiction, that C2-action is enabled at p ∈ (V − S) and not in γ ′ (i.e., lead p = Leader p in γ ′ ) but p did not execute C2-action in γ → γ ′ . According to the hypothesis of the lemma, we assume that p ∈ (V − S) in γ ′ , so we have Selected(p) in γ ′ . Since p did not move in γ → γ ′ and the variable lead p can only be modified locally by p by executing C2-action (note that C1-action is disabled at p because we have Selected(p)), we have lead p = Leader p at p in γ ′ . So, C2-action is enabled at p in γ ′ , a contradiction. ✷
Lemma 5
In any configuration γ ∈ (C − B), the nodes selected by the node p i ∈ S of highest rank in γ elect p i if the clique C i constructed by p i does not satisfy Claim 3 of Definition 7 in γ.
Proof. According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, a node executes C2-action to elect among its neighbors the local leader of highest rank which has selected it. Since the clique C i of p i does not satisfy Claim 3 of Definition 7, there is a node p selected by the local leader p i ∈ S of highest rank which has not elected p i in γ. Assume, by the contradiction, that p does not elect p i . That is, C2-action is disabled or it is not the enabled action of highest priority at p in γ.
We first show that C2-action is enabled at p in γ. Since p is selected by p i we have Selected(p) satisfied at p. Assume, by the contradiction, that C2-action is disabled at p. According to the hypothesis of the lemma, we assume that we have lead p = ID p i at p. According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, Macro Leader p returns the identifier of the local leader in p's neighborhood of highest rank which has selected p, i.e., by hypothesis of the lemma Leader p returns ID p i . Thus, we have lead p = Leader p and C2-action is enabled at p in γ, a contradiction. We must show that C1-action is the enabled action of highest priority at p. If C2-action is not the enabled action of highest priority at p then this implies that N -action or C1-action are always enabled. According to Lemma 1, after executing N -action it is not enabled at p, a contradiction. So, N -action is disabled at p. Moreover, Predicate Selected(p) is satisfied at p since it is selected by the local leader p i and C1-action is disabled at p, a contradiction. Moreover, according to Lemma 4 C2-action is enabled at p until it is executed. ✷
Remark 3
In any configuration γ ∈ C, any node p ∈ V can belong to at most a single clique.
Proof. This comes from the fact that in a configuration γ ∈ C any node p elects a single local leader using its local variable lead p either by executing C1-action if p is a local leader or by executing C2-action otherwise. ✷ Lemma 6 When C3-action is enabled at p i ∈ S, it remains enabled until p i executes it unless p i ∈ S or C2-action is enabled.
Proof. Let γ → γ ′ be a step. Assume, by the contradiction, that C3-action is enabled at p i ∈ S and not in γ ′ (i.e.,
According to the hypothesis of the lemma, we assume that p i ∈ S in γ ′ , so we have Selected(p i ) ∧ S p i = Clique temp() in γ ′ . Since p i did not move in γ → γ ′ and the variable C p i can only be modified locally by p i by executing C3-action, we have
Lemma 7 In any configuration γ ∈ (C − B), the node p i ∈ S of highest rank updates the set of nodes included in its clique C i if C i satisfies Claims 2 and 3 of Definition 7 but not Claim 4 of Definition 7.
Proof. According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, a local leader executes C3-action to updates the maximal subset of its neighbors which belongs to its clique C i . Since the clique C i of p i satisfies Claims 2 and 3 of Definition 7 but not Claim 4 of Definition 7, there is a neighbor p selected by p i which has elected p i but p i does not consider that p is part of C i . Assume, by the contradiction, that the node p i ∈ S of highest rank does not updates the maximal subset of its neighbors which belong to its clique C i while its clique C i does not satisfy Claim 4 of Definition 7. That is, C3-action is disabled or it is not the enabled action of highest priority at p i in γ ∈ (C − B). We first show that C3-action is enabled at p i in γ. By definition of S, we have ¬Selected(p i ). According to the hypothesis of the lemma, we have S p i = Clique temp() since p i has selected the subset of its neighbors which can belong to its clique C i . Since Claim 4 of Definition 7 is not satisfied, there is a neighbor q of p i which has elected p i but q does not belong to C i , i.e., we have lead q = ID p i ∧ q ∈ C p i . According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, Macro Clique p i returns the set of neighbors selected by p i which have elected p i . So, q belongs to the set given by Macro Clique p i since we have lead q = ID p i at q in γ. Thus, we have C p i = Clique p i and C3-action is enabled at p i in γ, a contradiction. We must show that C3-action is the enabled action of highest priority at p i . If C3-action is not the enabled action of highest priority at p i then this implies that N -action, C1-action or C2-action are always enabled. According to Lemma 1, after executing N -action it is not enabled at p i , a contradiction. So, N -action is disabled at p i . Predicate Selected(p) is not satisfied at p i since p i ∈ S, so C2-action is disabled at p i , a contradiction. Moreover, S p i = Clique temp() by hypothesis so C1-action is disabled at p i , a contradiction. Finally, according to Lemma 6 C3-action is enabled at p i ∈ S until it is executed. ✷ Lemma 8 Let p i and p j be two local leaders such that rank(p i ) ≺ rank(p j ). The construction by p j of the clique C j cannot prevent the construction by p i of the clique C i .
Proof. First of all, according to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP N -action is executed at any node independently from the construction of the cliques to enable the computation of the 2-neighborhood at each node. Moreover, C1-action and C3-action are executed independently at any local leader, so a local leader cannot prevent another local leader to execute these actions. Finally, we have to consider the execution of C2-action at a node selected by several local leaders. Let q be a node selected by two local leaders p i and p j such that rank(p i ) ≺ rank(p j ). Assume, by the contradiction, that p j prevents q to join the clique C i constructed by p i . This implies that q cannot execute C2-action to elect p i , a contradiction according to Lemma 5. ✷
Lemma 9 Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the local leader p i of highest rank can construct its clique C i if C i does not satisfy Definition 7.
Proof. From Lemmas 3, 5 and 7, we have that the clique C i of the local leader p i of highest rank is constructed such that Claims 2 to 4 of Definition 7 are satisfied. Finally we consider Claim 1 of Definition 7. Assume, by the contradiction, that the constructed clique C i contains more than a single local leader. By Definition 4, there is a node q in C i , q = p i , (i.e., q ∈ C p i ) which satisfies Predicate ¬Selected(q). This implies that q has not been selected by p i , i.e., q ∈ S p i . Thus, by Lemma 7 p i executes C3-action since C i does not satisfy Claim 4 of Definition 7, a contradiction. Finally, according to Lemma 8 the construction of the clique C i by p i cannot be prevented by any other local leader since p i is the local leader of highest rank. ✷
We show in the following that Algorithm SS − CMCP reaches a legitimate configuration (Definition 9) in finite time starting from an arbitrary configuration.
Lemma 10 Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the local leader of highest rank constructs its clique in at most O(1) (asynchronous) rounds if its clique does not satisfy Definition 7.
Proof. Let p i ∈ S be the local leader of highest rank whose clique C i does not satisfy Definition 7. According to Lemma 9, p i constructs its clique C i in order to satisfy Definition 7.
First of all, note that if we have N p = N eig p at a node p ∈ V then N -action is enabled at p in round 0. Therefore, since the daemon is weakly fair and according to Lemma 1 in the first configuration of round 1 we have N p = N eig p at every node p ∈ V .
In the first configuration of round 1, C1-action is the enabled action of highest priority at p i . Since the daemon is weakly fair and according to Lemma 2 in the first configuration of round 2 we have S p i = Clique temp() and lead p i = ID p i at p i . In the second configuration of round 1, every neighbor q of p i such that q ∈ S p i satisfies Selected(q). If lead q = ID p i then C2-action is the enabled action of highest priority at q. Since the daemon is weakly fair and according to Lemma 4 every such neighbor q executes C2-action to elect p i , which is the local leader of highest rank in the neighborhood of q. Thus, in the first configuration of round 2 we have S q = C q = ∅, and lead q = ID p i at q. In the first configuration of round 2, C3-action is the enabled action of highest priority at p i . Since the daemon is weakly fair and according to Lemma 6 in the first configuration of round 3 we have C p i = Clique p i at p i . Therefore, p i has constructed its clique C i in O(1) rounds. ✷
Lemma 11
Starting from any configuration in which for each node p ∈ V the input dist p is correct, Algorithm SS − CMCP reaches a configuration satisfying Definition 9 in at most O(min(n c × Diam, n)) (asynchronous) rounds, with n c the maximum number of cliques at any distance from r in G, Diam the diameter of G, and n the number of nodes in G. Moreover, O(∆ log(n)) bits of memory are necessary at each node, with ∆ the maximum degree of a node in G.
Proof. In the following, we define by p k i a local leader p i ∈ S at distance k (in hops) from the root node r. We first show by induction on the distances in G the following proposition: in at most O(n k ) rounds every local leader p k i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n k at distance k from r has constructed its clique C i satisfying Definition 7, with n k the number of maximal cliques constructed at distance k.
In base case k = 0. We must verify the proposition only at r since there is no other local leader at distance 0 from r. According to Lemma 10 in O(1) rounds r has constructed its clique, which verifies the proposition since n 0 = 1. Induction case: We assume the proposition is verified for every local leader at distance k − 1 from r in G. We have to show the proposition is also verified for every local leader at distance k from r. Consider the local leaders p k i at distance k from r, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n k , following the order of their rank from the highest to the lowest. We can apply iteratively Lemmas 9 and 10 to show that each p k i constructs its clique in O(1) rounds. Therefore, in at most O(n k ) rounds the proposition is verified at every local leader at distance k from r.
Since there are at most Diam + 1 layers with local leaders, in at most O(
rounds the proposition is verified at every local leader, with n c = max 0≤k≤Diam n k . Moreover, we can observe that we cannot have more than n cliques in any clique partition. Therefore, in at most O(min(n c × Diam, n)) rounds the proposition is verified at every local leader.
We can observe that in the proposition used for the above induction proof every clique constructed by a local leader satisfies Definition 7. Therefore, the configuration γ reached by Algorithm SS − CMCP in O(min(n c × Diam, n)) rounds satisfies Definition 9.
Finally, according to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP at any node p ∈ V the variables lead p and d p are of size O(log(n)) bits since they store a node identifier and a distance respectively of at most n states. Moreover, the variables N p , S p and C p store a subset of neighbors identifier composed of at most ∆ elements leading to variables of size O(∆ log(n)) bits. ✷ Finally, we show below that any legitimate configuration reached by Algorithm SS − CMCP is a terminal configuration which defines a solution to the Connected Minimal Clique Partition problem.
Lemma 12
In any configuration γ ∈ C, for every node p which belongs to a clique C i satisfying Definition 7 in γ no action of Algorithm 1 is enabled at p.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that there exists a configuration γ ∈ C such that there exists a node p in a clique C i satisfying Definition 7 with an enabled action of Algorithm 1 at p.
Let p i be the local leader of the clique C i in the following. If N -action is enabled at p then N p = N eig p or d p = dist p and p can execute N -action in step γ → γ ′ . In configuration γ ′ , we must consider two cases: either Definition 7 is not satisfied in γ ′ a contradiction because this implies that C i did not satisfy Definition 7 in γ, otherwise Definition 7 is satisfied in γ ′ and according to Lemma 1 N -action is disabled, a contradiction. If C1-action is enabled at p then p = p i and we have S p = Clique temp(). This implies that the nodes selected by p does not form a maximal clique. That is, there exists a neighbor q of p such that q ∈ S p and (∀s ∈ S p , q ∈ N eig s ), or q ∈ S p and (∃s ∈ S p , q ∈ N eig s ). This is in contradiction with Claim 2 of Definition 7. If C2-action is enabled at p then p is not a local leader and we have lead p = Leader p . This implies that p has elected p i but there exists a local leader p j in p's neighborhood such that rank(p j ) ≺ rank(p i ), a contradiction with Claim 3 of Definition 7. If C3-action is enabled at p then p = p i and we have C p = Clique p . This implies that there exists a node q ∈ C i , q = p i , which has elected p i while q ∈ C p , i.e., we have lead q = ID p i ∧ q ∈ C p . This is in contradiction with Claim 4 of Definition 7. ✷
Corollary 1
In every configuration γ ∈ B satisfying Definition 9, for every node p ∈ V no action of Algorithm CMCP is enabled in γ.
Proof. According to Definition 9, every clique constructed by a local leader in γ ∈ B satisfies Definition 7. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 12 which shows the corollary. ✷
Lemma 13
Let the set of configurations B ⊆ C such that every configuration γ ∈ B satisfies Definition 9. ∀γ ∈ B, a connected minimal clique partition (Definition 1) is constructed in γ.
Proof. According to Definition 1, to prove the lemma we must show that the clique partition constructed in every configuration γ ∈ B is: (i) minimal for inclusion, and (ii) connected. Consider first the minimality property of the clique partition. Assume, by the contradiction, that the first property is not satisfied in γ ∈ B. This implies that if we take the cliques following their ranks from the highest to the lowest rank then there are two cliques C i and C j such that C i ∪ C j is a clique in γ. However, according to Remark 1 we have a total order on the cliques and the clique of highest rank, say C i , is not a maximal clique. However, C i satisfies Definition 7 because γ ∈ B. So, according to Claim 2 of Definition 7 C i is a maximal clique, a contradiction.
Consider now the connectivity property of the clique partition. Assume, by the contradiction, that the clique partition constructed in γ ∈ B is not connected. This implies that the graph G c = (V c , E c ) induced by the non trivial cliques is not connected in γ. Thus, there exists a local leader p ∈ V c such that there is no path P Gc (p, r) between p and r in G c . Consider the local leader p i of highest rank in γ such that ∃P Gc (p i , r) in G c . According to Remark 2, a correct clique can only contain nodes with a rank lower than the rank of the local leader of the clique. So, by definition of ranks we have only to consider the shortest paths between p i and r in G. Every shortest path P G (p i , r) in G can be decomposed in three parts: P 1 G (p i , r) containing the nodes in G c , P 2 G (p i , r) containing the nodes in (G − G c ), and p i ∈ G c . In every shortest path P G (p i , r), any node p j ∈ P 2 G (p i , r) is a local leader of its trivial clique C j because p j ∈ G c . Since γ ∈ B, C j is a maximal clique according to Claim 2 of Definition 7. However, there is a neighbor q of p j in γ such that either q ∈ P 2 G (p i , r) or q = p i . Thus, we have rank(p j ) ≺ rank(q), a contradiction with Claim 2 of Definition 7 since C j is not maximal. ✷
Theorem 2 Algorithm SS − CMCP is a self-stabilizing algorithm for Specification 1 under a weakly fair distributed daemon.
Proof. We have to show that starting from any configuration the execution of Algorithm SS − CMCP verifies the two conditions of Specification 1. According to Theorem 1, Lemma 11 and Corollary 1, from any configuration Algorithm SS − CMCP reaches a configuration γ ∈ C in finite time and γ is a terminal configuration, which verifies Condition 1 of Specification 1. Moreover, according to Lemma 13 the terminal configuration γ reached by Algorithm SS − CMCP satisfies Definition 1, which verifies Condition 2 of Specification 1. ✷ Finally, from an arbitrary configuration we can establish the following corollary according to Lemma 11.
Corollary 2 Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the fair composition of Algorithm SS − CMCP and
Algorithm A BF S reach a configuration satisfying Definition 9 in at most O(T BF S + min(n c × Diam, n)) (asynchronous) rounds, with T BF S the round complexity of self-stabilizing algorithm A BF S constructing a BFS tree, n c the maximum number of cliques at any distance from r in G, Diam the diameter of G, and n the number of nodes in G.
Proof assuming an unfair daemon
In the following, we prove that Algorithm SS − CMCP is self-stabilizing under an unfair daemaon by bounding the number of steps needed to reach a legitimate configuration.
Lemma 14
In an execution, every node p ∈ V can execute N -action at most once.
Proof. According to Lemma 1 if N -action is enabled at a node p ∈ V in the initial configuration then it becomes disabled after its execution at p. ✷
In the following we consider that for each node p ∈ V the input dist p is correct, i.e., dist p is equal to the distance (in hops) between p and r in G.
Definition 10 (Priority level)
The priority level of any node p ∈ V is equal to the number of nodes q ∈ V such that rank(q) ≺ rank(p) in G. The priority level of a clique is defined by the priority level of its local leader.
Lemma 15 Let C i be a correct clique (Definition 7) of priority level i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, which belongs to a legitimate configuration γ ∈ B. In an execution, a correct clique C i may not satisfy Definition 7 at most i times.
Proof. According to Remark 1, in any clique partition the rank of the cliques define a total order. Moreover, according to Lemma 8 the construction of any clique C j cannot prevent the construction of another clique C i if rank(C i ) ≺ rank(C j ). Thus, the construction of the clique C i of priority level i can be prevented by at most i cliques. However, as long as these i cliques of rank higher than C i do not satisfy Definition 7 the construction of C i can be affected. Consider the following worst case scheduling. The cliques C j , 0 ≤ j ≤ i, are constructed following their rank from the lowest to the highest rank, and before the construction of a new clique C j , j < i, the construction of C i is performed again in order to satisfy Definition 7. Thus, the construction of each clique C j , j < i, involves that C i does not satisfy Definition 7 and this situation happens at most i times. ✷ According to the formal description of Algorithm SS − CMCP, the construction of a correct clique C i is performed by executing C1-action and C3-action or C2-action at a node p ∈ C i .
Corollary 3 Let C i be a correct clique (Definition 7) of priority level i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, which belongs to a legitimate configuration γ ∈ B. In an execution, a node p ∈ C i can execute C1-action, C2-action and C3-action at most i times.
Lemma 16
From any configuration in which for each node p ∈ V the input dist p is correct, at most O(n 2 ) steps are needed by Algorithm SS − CMCP to reach a configuration satisfying Definition 9, with n the number of nodes in G.
Proof. First of all, according to Lemma 14 in an execution of Algorithm SS − CMCP N -action is executed at most n times. Moreover, according to Corollary 3 in an execution of Algorithm SS − CMCP a node p ∈ V of priority level i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, can execute C1-action, C2-action and C3-action at most i times. Moreover, a clique partition contains at most n cliques. So, by summing up we have that in an execution of Algorithm SS − CMCP starting from any configuration in which the input dist p is correct for each node p ∈ V C1-action, C2-action and C3-action are executed at most
times. Therefore, from any configuration in which the input dist p is correct for each node p ∈ V Algorithm SS − CMCP executes at most n + n(n+1) 2 < O(n 2 ) steps to reach a configuration satisfying Definition 9. ✷ Finally, from any configuration we can establish the following corollary according to Lemma 16. 
Self-stabilizing Connected Vertex Cover
We define below an extension of the classical Vertex Cover problem, called Connected Vertex Cover problem. [DLP13] that we can construct a solution S ′ for the Connected Vertex Cover with an approximation ratio of 2 by selecting in S ′ all the cliques in S which are not trivial, i.e., by selecting all the cliques composed of at least two nodes.
In the following, we define in Specification 2 the Self-stabilizing Connected Vertex Cover problem. 
Related works
The Vertex Cover problem is a classical optimization problem and many works have been devoted to this problem or to its variations. This problem is known to be APX-complete [PY88] and not approximable within a factor of 10 √ 5 − 21 ≈ 1.36067 [DS05] . Some very simple approximation algorithms gives a tight approximation ratio of 2 [GJ79, Vaz01, Sav82] . Despite a lot of works, no algorithm whose approximation ratio is bounded by a constant less than 2 has been found and it is conjectured that there is no smaller constant ratio unless P = N P [KR08] . Monien and Speckenmeyer [MS85] and Bar-Yehuda and Even [BYE85] proposed algorithms with an approximation ratio of 2 − ln ln n ln n , with n the number of vertices of the graph and Karakostas [Kar05] reduced this ratio to 2 − Θ(
. From a self-stabilizing point of view, Kiniwa [Kin05] proposed the first self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem which constructs a 2-approximate vertex cover in general networks with unique nodes identifier and under a fair distributed daemon. This algorithm is based on the construction of a maximal matching which allows to obtain a 2-approximation vertex cover by selecting the extremities of the matching edges. Turau et al. [TH11a] considered the same problem in anonymous networks and gave an 3-approximation algorithm under a distributed daemon. Since it is impossible to construct a maximal matching in an anonymous network, this algorithm establishes first a bicolored graph of the network allowing then to construct a maximal matching to obtain a vertex cover. Turau [Tur10] designed a self-stabilizing vertex cover algorithm with approximation ratio of 2 in anonymous networks under an unfair distributed daemon. This algorithm uses the algorithm in [TH11a] executed several times on parts of the graph to improve the quality of the constructed solution.
For the Connected Vertex Cover problem, Savage in [Sav82] proposed a 2-approximation algorithm in general graphs based on the construction of a Depth First Search tree T and selecting in the solution the nodes with at least a child in T . In 2010 Escoffier et al. [EGM10] proved that the problem is NPcomplete, even in bipartite graphs (whereas it is polynomial to construct a vertex cover in bipartite graphs), is polynomial in chordal graphs and can be approximated with better ratio than 2 in several restricted classes of graphs.
To our knowledge, there exists no self-stabilizing algorithm for the Connected vertex cover problem. However, the approach proposed by Savage [Sav82] can be used to design a self-stabilizing algorithm. Indeed, any self-stabilizing algorithm performing a depth first search traversal of the graph (e.g., see [CD94, CDPV06, PV07] ) executed in parallel with the algorithm described later in this section can be used to select the appropriate set of nodes in the solution. However, this does not enable to obtain the best complexity in terms of time. Although a low memory complexity of O(log(∆)) bits per node is reached, this approach has a time complexity of Θ(n) rounds. Indeed, a low level of parallelism is reached because of the DFS traversal. In contrast, the self-stabilizing algorithm that we propose in this section is based on the algorithm presented in the previous section. Our solution has a better time complexity of O(min(n c × Diam, n)) rounds because of the parallel construction of cliques. However, the memory complexity is O(∆ log(n)) bits per node.
Self-stabilizing construction
In this subsection, we present our self-stabilizing Connected Vertex Cover algorithm called SS − CVC which follows the approach given in [DLP13] . A solution to the Connected Vertex Cover problem contains all the non trivial cliques of a Connected Minimal Clique Partition. We give in this section a self-stabilizing algorithm allowing to select the nodes of non trivial cliques, a formal description is given in Algorithm 2. So, Algorithm SS − CVC is defined as a fair composition [Dol00] of Algorithms 1 and 2 which are executed at each node p ∈ V . Algorithm 2 takes in input at each node p the local leader of p and the set of nodes belonging to the maximal clique of p given by Algorithm 1 (i.e., variables lead p and C p of Algorithm 1) in case p is a local leader. Moreover, in Algorithm 2 each node maintains a single boolean variable In p . Any node p belongs to the Connected Vertex Cover if and only if (1) either it is a local leader and its maximal clique is not trivial (i.e., lead p = ID p and |C p | > 1), or (2) it is contained in a maximal clique constructed by a neighbor which is the local leader of p (i.e., lead p = ID p ). Predicate InV C(p) is satisfied at each node p if p is part of the Connected Vertex Cover. Therefore, Algorithm 2 is composed of a single rule executed by each node p ∈ V to correct the value of variable In p in order to be equal to the value of Predicate InV C(p). So, a solution to the Connected Vertex Cover problem contains every node p such that In p = true. 
Correctness proof
Definition 12 (Legitimate configuration) A configuration γ ∈ C is legitimate for Algorithm 2 iff for every node p ∈ V we have In p = InV C(p).
In the following we consider that Algorithm SS − CMCP is stabilized and we have correct inputs for lead p and C p at every node p ∈ V .
Theorem 3 Let the set of configurations B ⊆ C such that every configuration γ ∈ B satisfies Definition 12. ∀γ ∈ (C − B), ∃p ∈ V such that p is enabled in γ.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that ∃γ ∈ (C − B) such that ∀p ∈ V no action of Algorithm 2 is enabled at p in γ. According to Definition 12, this implies that there exists a node p ∈ V such that In p = InV C(p). So, V C-action is enabled at p, a contradiction. ✷ Lemma 17 When V C-action is enabled at any p ∈ V , it remains enabled until p executes it.
Proof. Let γ → γ ′ be a step. Assume, by the contradiction, that V C-action is enabled at p in γ and not in Proof. In any configuration γ satisfying Definition 9, if we have In p = InV C(p) at a node p ∈ V in γ then V C-action is enabled at p in γ. According to Lemma 17, V C-action is enabled at p until it is executed. V C-action can be enabled at every node p ∈ V in γ. So, each node p can execute V C-action because it is the action of highest priority at p since Algorithm 2 is composed of a single action. Thus, after at most O(n) steps Algorithm 2 has reached a configuration γ ′ such that we have In p = InV C(p) at every node p ∈ V in γ ′ . Moreover, this implies that Definition 12 is satisfied in γ ′ . ✷ From Corollary 4 and Lemma 19, we can establish the step complexity of Algorithm SS − CVC given in the following corollary.
Corollary 6
Starting from any configuration, in at most O(ST BF S × n 3 ) steps are needed by Algorithms A BF S and SS − CVC executed following a fair composition to reach a configuration satisfying Definition 12, with ST BF S the step complexity of self-stabilizing algorithm A BF S constructing a BFS tree and n the number of nodes in G.
Lemma 20
In every configuration γ ∈ B satisfying Definition 12, for every node p ∈ V no action of Algorithm 2 is enabled in γ.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that there exists a configuration γ ∈ B such that there exists a node p ∈ V with an enabled action of Algorithm 2. According to the formal description of Algorithm 2, the algorithm is only composed of V C-action. This implies that we have In p = InV C(p) at p in γ. However, we have In p = InV C(p) at every node p ∈ V because γ ∈ B, a contradiction. ✷
Lemma 21
Let the set of configurations B ⊆ C such that every configuration γ ∈ B satisfies Definition 12. ∀γ ∈ B, a 2-approximated Connected Vertex Cover (Definition 11) is constructed in γ.
Proof. According to Definition 11, to prove the lemma we must show that the solution S constructed in every configuration γ ∈ B is: (i) a vertex cover of G, (ii) connected, and (iii) a 2-approximation from an optimal solution.
According to Specification 1, Algorithm 2 takes in input a Connected Minimal Clique partition. Consider the first property. In any configuration γ ∈ B, according to Algorithm 2 only the nodes which belong to a non trivial clique are included in the constructed solution S. Assume, by the contradiction, that S is not a vertex cover of G. This implies that there exists an edge between two trivial cliques C i and C j of the clique partition given in input. So, the clique partition given in input is not minimal since we can construct the maximal clique C i ∪ C j , a contradiction with Specification 1. So, the set of trivial cliques forms an independent set and all the edges of the graph are covered by the nodes in S. Consider the second property. According to Specification 1, the graph induced by the non trivial cliques given in input is connected. This implies that the solution S constructed in γ is also connected. Consider the last property. We follow the approach proposed in [DLP13] . According to Theorem 2 showed in [DLP13] , S is a 2-approximation for the Connected Vertex Cover problem. The approximation ratio comes from the fact that for each clique of size k ≥ 2 at least k − 1 nodes are in an optimal solution to cover all the k×(k−1) 2 edges of the clique, while k nodes are selected by the algorithm. ✷
Theorem 4 Algorithm SS − CVC is a self-stabilizing algorithm for Specification 2 under an unfair distributed daemon.
Proof. We have to show that starting from any configuration the execution of Algorithm SS − CVC verifies the two conditions of Specification 2. According to Theorem 3, Lemmas 18, 19 and 20, from any configuration Algorithm SS − CVC reaches a configuration γ ∈ C in finite time and γ is a terminal configuration, which verifies Condition 1 of Specification 2. Moreover, according to Lemma 21 the terminal configuration γ reached by Algorithm SS − CVC satisfies Definition 11, which verifies Condition 2 of Specification 2. ✷
Conclusion
In this paper, we give the first distributed and self-stabilizing algorithm for the Connected Vertex Cover problem with a constant approximation ratio of 2. Moreover, to solve this problem we propose also a selfstabilizing algorithm for the construction of a Connected Minimal Clique partition of the graph. These two algorithms work under the unfair distributed daemon which is the weakest daemon. There are two natural perspectives to this work. First, our distributed self-stabilizing clique partition construction a root node is used. This allows to ensure the connectivity property for the clique partition. If this property is not necessary our algorithm can be easily modified in order to remove this hypothesis, but is it also possible while guaranteeing the connectivity property. Second, the self-stabilizing algorithm we propose for the Connected Vertex Cover problem achieves a better time complexity than a self-stabilizing solution based on Savage's approach, but at the price of a higher memory complexity. So, a natural question is to investigate the existence of a distributed algorithm with a low time and memory complexity.
